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We demonstrate an efficient scheme to accelerate the self-similar pulse evolution and reduce the intensity noise of a free-running
femtosecond fiber amplifier based on the pump wavelength optimization. Experiments and simulations indicate the enhanced
tolerances of the pulse self-similar amplification to the seed signal power and pump wavelength fluctuations, with the optimum
915 nm pump wavelength. ∼20% increase in the compressed pulse quality and ∼31% reduction in the amplifier root-mean-square
(RMS) relative intensity noise (RIN) (1.5 kHz to 5MHz) have been observed, even with a more than 4 times higher pump laser
diode (LD) RIN than the case of 976 nm. ∼50 fs transform-limited pulses are generated with the ∼0.03% amplifier RMS RIN. (e
proposed scheme can lower the requirements of low-noise self-similar femtosecond fiber amplifiers on the power stability of the
seed oscillator and the thermal control of the pump LD, thus denoting potentials for the various satellite-based high-precision
applications of femtosecond laser in space.

1. Introduction

High-quality femtosecond laser pulses with high power, short
duration, and low noise have important applications in frontier
scientific and space technology, such as optical frequency
combs, coherent pulse synthesis, high-order harmonic gener-
ation, spacecraft networking, and formation flying [1–3]. Yt-
terbium (Yb) doped fiber self-similar amplifiers feature
significant advantages in terms of generating such high-quality
femtosecond laser pulses [4–8]. However, the current perfor-
mances of femtosecond fiber amplifiers are suffering from the
finite gain bandwidth at high amplifier gains [9], noise am-
plifications from the pump laser diode (LD) fluctuations [10],
the stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), and amplified spon-
taneous emission (ASE) disturbances. Lots of advances have
been demonstrated in nonlinear femtosecond amplification
especially the parabolic self-similar evolution, for high power
and short duration. However, there is still lack of efforts to
reduce the excessive noise generated in high-gain nonlinear
femtosecond fiber amplifiers.

In this paper, a novel self-similar amplification
method by optimizing the pump wavelength for high-

quality femtosecond laser pulse generation is proposed.
(e self-similar pulse evolution is efficiently speeded up
in a high-gain short fiber amplifier with the reduced
intensity noise. (rough systematic experiments and
numerical simulations under the pump wavelengths of
976 nm and 915 nm, the parabolic self-similar amplifi-
cation dynamics and noise suppression mechanisms are
explored. (e results show that the influence of the seed
power noise and the pump wavelength fluctuations of
LDs on the pulse amplification and the intensity noise
performance can be effectively suppressed due to the
wider and flatter absorption cross sections around
915 nm. At the same amplification gain of 20 dB, an
optimal pump wavelength of 915 nm can result in a
compressed pulse quality increase of about 20% and a
root-mean-square (RMS) relative intensity noise (RIN)
reduction of about 31% integrated from 1.5 kHz to
5MHz, even though the pump LD RIN is more than 4
times higher. With this approach, transformer limit (TL)
pulses of ∼50 fs are generated after compression, and the
RMS RIN of the amplifier is ∼0.03%. For all we know, the
pump wavelength has been optimized to enhance the
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tolerance of pulse self-similar amplification to input
signal power and pump fluctuations for the first time. (e
present study provides a simple method for generating
high-quality pedestal-free femtosecond pulses with low
noise, thus demonstrating the potential for frontier sci-
entific applications related to high optical coherence and
high signal-to-noise ratio. In particular, this scheme can
lower the requirements of low-noise self-similar femto-
second fiber amplifiers on the seed power stability from
the oscillator and the thermal control for the stabilization
of the pump LD. As a result, it would contribute to the
various satellite-based high-precision applications of
femtosecond laser systems in space.

2. Experimental Setup and Results

(e schematic diagram of the experimental fiber am-
plification system is shown in Figure 1. It mainly consists
of 1040 nm ultrashort pulse seed sources, a double-clad
(DC) large-mode-area (LMA) fiber amplifier, and a
grating-pair compressor. (e seed source is made up of a
homemade stretched-pulse mode-locked Yb fiber laser, a
diffraction grating pair and a 600-line/mm diffraction
grating pair, and a segment of single-mode fiber (SMF).
(e output repetition rate of the mode-locked laser os-
cillator is 74MHz, and the average power is 80 mW. (e
grating pair works in a double-pass way to widely adjust
the chirp and duration of the pulse emitted by the os-
cillator. Benefitting from this, the interaction between
self-phase modulation (SPM) and group velocity dis-
persion (GVD) in SMF is optimized to shape the pulses
temporally and spectrally before the amplifier. At this
stage, spectrums of the negative-chirped pulse can be
narrowed and smoothed by the interaction with SPM, and
temporal durations can also be compressed by the pos-
itive GVD [11, 12]. (e amplifier is composed of an end-
pumped 2 m DC Yb fiber with a 20 μm core. (e signal
end of the amplifier is spliced to the SMF pigtail in
nonlinear pulse preshaper (1% fusion loss). (e pump end
of the amplifier is spliced to a combiner. (e maximum
output power of the LDs is 20W for both 976 nm and
915 nm. (e compressor is conducted by a Littrow
double-pass 600 lines/mm grating pair to ensure a ∼75%
transmission.

A high-resolution spectrometer is employed tomonitor and
record the pulse spectrums from each stage. With an auto-
correlator (AC), the time-domain property of pulses is mea-
sured and analyzed. A typically measured feature of self-similar
amplified pulses is a high-contrast small-pedestal compressed
AC trace generated from a standard grating pair [13, 14]. (e
RIN refers to noise of the optical intensity normalized to its
average value, and it can be statistically characterized with
power spectral density (PSD). (e measurement of RIN in this
paper is characterized by the use of a standard approach [15].
(e RMS values of RIN are calculated for quantitative com-
parisons. A high-speed photodetector and a 10 MHz low-pass
filter are employed to detect the amplified laser signal. To ensure
sampling accuracy, the low-frequency (<100kHz) RIN spec-
trums are measured by a fast Fourier transform analyzer, and

the high-frequency (>100kHz) spectrums are measured by a
radiofrequency spectrum analyzer.

At first, a 976 nm LD is used as the pump source in the
experiment. (e pump power is adjusted for an amplifi-
cation gain of about 20 dB. (e corresponding amplified
pulse spectrum and compressed AC trace are shown by the
blue solid curves in Figures 2(a) and 2(b). After that, a 915
nm LD is used as the pump source. Experiments are carried
out under the same initial conditions, except for the pump
power, which is increased to ensure the same 20 dB gain.(e
measured amplified pulse spectrums and compressed AC
traces are shown by the green solid curves in Figures 2(a) and
2(b). (e result of the comparison shows that the appro-
priate pump wavelength of 915 nm ensures a smoother
amplified spectrum and a smaller pulse base after com-
pression, which indicates a more sufficient self-similar
amplification. On this basis, we retrieve the compressed
pulses at 976 nm and 915 nm pump wavelength by the phase
and intensity from correlation and spectrum only (PICASO)
algorithm [16] in Figures 2(c) and 2(d), respectively. And the
corresponding TL profiles are calculated by the measured
spectrums assuming a flat phase. (e offset between the
pulses obtained by PICASO and the TL profiles is reflective
of the chirp linearity. Obviously, the FWHM compressed
pulse duration for the case of 915 nm is slightly wider
(∼52 fs), but the deviation from the TL quality is much
smaller.

To quantify the deviation from the TL quality and hence
the evolution towards self-similar amplification, the Strehl
ratio defined as the relative peak power between the com-
pressed pulse to the TL pulse is employed and calculated by
SR � (1/

∞
− ∞ |APC(t)|2dt)/(1/

∞
− ∞ |AFT(t)|2dt). APC(t) is

the normalized temporal envelope of the PICASO-retrieved
compressed pulse. AFT(t) is the TL pulse obtained from the
zero-phase Fourier transform of the measured spectrum.
(e Strehl ratio attains a maximum of 1 for the best TL
quality, consistent with the feature of ideal parabolic am-
plification. According to Figures 2(c) and 2(d), the calculated
Strehl ratio is 0.87 and 0.93 for the 976 nm and 915 nm pump
wavelength, respectively. (e incorporation of an optimum
915 nm pump wavelength leads to the increase of the Strehl
ratio and hence the pulse quality by about 20%. We attribute
these results mainly to the different absorption levels of the
Yb fiber around these two pump wavelengths. To obtain the
same amplification gain, the required input pump power for
915 nm is much higher than the case for 976 nm, due to the
much smaller absorption cross sections. As a consequence,
the gain distribution along the amplifier is different. (e
higher gain level along the former part of the amplifier
backward-pumped at 915 nm can lead to the higher pulse
peak power and hence a faster convergence to the self-
similar regime.

(en, we investigate the noise performances of the
femtosecond fiber amplifier under the pump wavelength of
976 nm and 915 nm.(e measured amplifier RIN spectrums
are compared in Figure 3. It is obvious that the amplifier RIN
level at 976 nm (blue solid curve) is much higher than
915 nm (green solid curve) in the high-frequency regime.
(e bottom of Figure 3 shows the integrated amplifier RMS
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RIN. (e value over the frequency range from 1.5 kHz to
5MHz is 0.042% and 0.029% for the 976 nm and 915 nm
pump wavelength, respectively. Indeed, the incorporation of
an optimum 915 nm pump wavelength results in an ap-
proximately 31% reduction in the RIN value for 976 nm.

To further confirm the benefits of pump wavelength op-
timization on the amplifier noise suppression, the corre-
sponding RIN of the two pump LDs are measured and
compared in the inset of Figure 3. Results show the RMSRIN of
the 915 nm LD (red solid curve) is more than 4 times higher
than that of the 976 nm LD (gray solid curve). (e higher RIN
level of 915 nm pump LD indeed results in the higher RIN level
of the amplifier at the low-frequency region (<1.5 kHz), as seen
in Figure 3, while for the high-frequency region, the intensity
noise of pump LD is supposed to have scarcely any influence on
the amplifier RIN performance. (e lower amplifier RIN in the
condition of pumping at 915nm can be attributed partly to the
enhanced tolerance of the wavelength fluctuations of pump LD
due to the broader and flatter absorption cross section profile
around 915nm. (e corresponding lower gain fluctuations
along the amplifier can promise smaller noise accumulations
from the amplified signal andASE noise. On the other hand, the

higher pulse peak power along the former part of the amplifier
pumped by 915 nm LD can reduce the influence of seed signal
power noise on the pulse amplification. Furthermore, the ef-
ficient self-similar pulse evolution in this case also attributes to
the noise performance due to the inherent stability.

3. Numerical Simulations

In the following, numerical simulations are carried out to
visualize the pulse evolution inside the amplifier to gain
insight into the efficient self-similar pulse evolution and RIN
reduction mechanisms. We construct a frequency-resolved
numerical model of a backward cladding-pumped nonlinear
Yb-doped fiber amplifier.(e steady-state two-level rate and
power propagation equations including the ASE are
employed to describe the wavelength-dependent gain pro-
file. (e nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) is utilized
to model the amplified pulse evolution with SPM and GVD.
Equations (1)–(6) are the homogeneously broadened
propagation equations assuming CW-pumping with no
excited state absorption and no background loss:

N2(z) �
λp/Aphc σa λp Pp(z) + 1/Ashc( kλkσa λk(  Ps λk, z(  + Paf λk, z(  + Pab λk, z(   NYb

λp/Aphc  σa λp  + σe λp  Pp(z) +(1/τ) + 1/Ashc( kλk σa λk(  + σe λk(   Ps λk, z(  + Paf λk, z(  + Pab λk, z(   
, (1)

N1(z) � NYb − N2(z), (2)

−
dPp(z)

dz
� σe λp N2(z) − σa λp N1(z) Pp(z)Γp, (3)

dPs(z)

dz
� 

k

σe λk( N2(z) − σa λk( N1(z) Ps z, λk( Γs, (4)

dPaf(z)

dz
� 

k

σe λk( N2(z) − σa λk( N1(z) Paf λk, z( ηs + 
k

σe λk( N2(z)h
c
2

λk
3 dληs, (5)

−
dPab(z)

dz
� 

k

σe λk( N2(z) − σa λk( N1(z) Pab λk, z( ηs + 
k

σe λk( N2(z)h
c
2

λk
3 dληs. (6)
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Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental setup.
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Here, N2(z) and N1(z) are the population destinies of the
laser ground and upper-level states along the fiber, respectively.
Pp(z), Ps(z), and Paf,b(z, t) represent the average power of
the pump, signal, and ASE (forward and backward propaga-
tions), respectively.(e calculation spectral range is divided into
channels, each of which is centered at the wavelength of λk.
Ps(z, λk), Paf(z, t, λk), and Pab(z, t, λk) are the power in the
k-th channel.With the fiber lengthLdivided into segments, after
calculating the power amplification of each spectral channel in
the dz-segment, the pulse temporal envelope A(z, t) is reob-
tained from the signal pulse spectral power distributionPs(λ, z)

through

A(z, λ) �

���������

Ps(λ, z)λ2

cfdλ



exp(iφ(z, λ)), (7)

A(z, t) �
1
2π


∞

− ∞
A(z,ω)exp(− iωt)dω, (8)

where ω � (2πc/λ) and φ(z, λ) is the phase of pulse. As a
result, the pulse evolution under SPM and GVD is described
by

i
zA(z, t)

zz
�
β2
2

z
2
A(z, t)

zt
2 − c|A(z, t)|

2
A(z, t). (9)

In this way, the simulations of pulse nonlinear ampli-
fication along the gain fiber follow (1) to (9). (e fourth-
order Runge–Kutta formula is used to solve equations (1) to
(6), which are coupled linear differential equations of po-
sition z. And the split-step Fourier algorithm is the common
method to solve the NLSE (9). By the use of an iterative
procedure, (1) to (9) can be calculated. (e corresponding
boundary conditions are set by the initial pump power at the
output end of gain fiber and the signal pulse spectral power
distribution at the input end. (e emission cross sections
σe(λ) and absorption cross sections σa(λ) of the Yb fiber are
derived from [17]. Parameters in this model are set
according to the experiments. (e measured seed pulse in
Figure 4 is utilized as the input signal. Figure 4 is the
PICASO-reconstructed pulses after the grating prechirper
(black solid curve) and the SMF (red solid curve). (e chirp
(blue dashed curve) after nonlinear preshaping is nearly
zero. To quantitatively estimate the efficiency of self-similar
parabolic pulse evolution, the misfit parameter
M �

������������������������
 (|A|2 − |Apa|2)2dt/ |A|4dt


is calculated to denote

the intensity-profile differences between the pulse |A|2 and a
parabolic one |Apa|2 with an identical pulse energy and peak
power. A smallerM corresponds to a better parabolic fit, and
a fully parabolic pulse formation can be determined typically
when M∼0.04.

Simulations under the two pump wavelengths are per-
formed with the input pump power carefully adjusted for the
same 20 dB amplification gain. Figure 4 shows the simulated
pulse evolutions of the misfit parameter M along the fiber
amplifier, with respect to the pump wavelength of 976 nm

(blue solid curve) and 915 nm (green solid curve). It is
obvious that the 915 nm pump wavelength indeed leads to a
fairly rapid decrease of the misfit parameter M along the
fiber amplifier, with a ∼30% reduction of its value for the 976
nm case at the output. Figure 4(d) shows the pulse peak
power evolutions, as discussed in the experimental section,
pumping at 915 nm indeed promise the higher pulse peak
power along most of the fiber amplifier. Due to the wave-
length-dependent absorption cross sections, the gain dis-
tribution along the fiber pumped at 976 nm and 915 nm is
different, even under the same amplification gain. (e lower
absorption around 915 nm and the backward-pumped
configuration result in higher gains along the former part of
the fiber. It in turn leads to a higher pulse peak power, which
is beneficial to a faster parabolic self-similar evolution, as
confirmed in Figure 4.

At last, a variety of RMS initial relative fluctuations (IRF)
are introduced to the signal pulse power and the pump
wavelength individually, with respect to the pump wave-
length of 976 nm and 915 nm in the simulations. (e cor-
responding evolutions of the RMS output relative
fluctuations (ORF) of the signal power from the amplifier are
calculated and compared in Figure 5. With the RMS IRF of
signal power (Figure 5(a)) varied from 0.1 % to 1 %, the ORF
of signal power increases nearly monotonically for both of
the two pump wavelengths. However, the increment of ORF
for them is different. Less rapid increase and smaller values
of the signal power ORF are found over all signal power IRF
for the 915 nm pump wavelength (green). (is enhanced
seed signal noise tolerance is a consequence of the higher
pulse peak power during amplification and the inherent
stability of self-similar pulse evolution, as mentioned pre-
viously. While in the condition of the varied pump wave-
length IRF (Figure 5(b)), the signal power ORF evolutions
for the two pump wavelengths are obviously different. For
the 976 nm pump wavelength (blue), the signal power ORF
increases considerably with the increasing pump wavelength
IRF, while for the 915 nm pump wavelength (green), there
exhibits a relatively moderate increase of the signal power
ORF, due to the much broader and flatter absorption cross
section profile than the case of 976 nm. In particular, the
signal power ORF induced by the pump wavelength fluc-
tuations around 915 nm can be more than 30 times smaller
than the value for the 976 nm case. In addition, Figure 5
shows the signal power ORF differences between these two
pump conditions increase with the increasing IRF of signal
power and pump wavelength. (e results above can be seen
as the numerical validation of our experimental demon-
strations on the faster pulse self-similar evolution, as well as
the better amplifier intensity noise performance, enabled by
the pump wavelength optimization. In this case, the obvi-
ously higher peak power can accelerate the self-similar pulse
evolution and reduce the evolution sensitivity to the seed
signal power. In the meanwhile, the much broader and
flatter absorption cross section profile around 915 nm can
enhance the tolerance of pulse evolution to the fluctuations
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Figure 2: (a) Measured spectrums and (b) AC traces of the output amplified pulses under a pump wavelength of 976 nm (blue solid curve)
and 915 nm (green solid curve). PICASO-retrieved (solid curves) and transform-limited (dashed curves) pulse under a pump wavelength of
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of pump wavelength. (erefore, benefiting from an opti-
mum 915 nm pump wavelength, the efficient self-similar
pulse evolution and reduction of the influences of the seed
signal power and the pump wavelength fluctuations have
evidently led to a low-noise operation.

4. Conclusions

We have demonstrated a simple passive scheme to generate
femtosecond pulses with both the ultrashort pedestal-free
duration and low-intensity noise from short-length fiber
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amplifiers. It is based on the efficient self-similar pulse
evolution and amplifier RIN reduction enabled by the pump
wavelength optimization. Results show that under the same
20 dB amplification gain, the optimum 915 nm pump
wavelength can not only accelerate the self-similar evolution
but also enhance the tolerance of fluctuations of the seed
signal power and pump wavelength, leading to a ∼20%
increase in the compressed pulse quality and ∼31% reduc-
tion in the RMS RIN (1.5 kHz to 5MHz). ∼50 fs transform-
limited pulses are generated with the ∼0.03% RMS RIN. To
the best of our knowledge, the pump wavelength has been
optimized experimentally and numerically for the first time
to enhance the tolerances of pulse self-similar amplification
to the seed signal power and pump wavelength fluctuations.
In particular, the proposed scheme can lower the require-
ments of low-noise self-similar femtosecond fiber amplifiers
on the seed pulse power stability from the oscillator and the
thermal control of the pump LD, thus denoting potentials
for the various space-based high-precision applications of
femtosecond laser.
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